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Miedema RT 30 conveyor



Unique buying reasons
 Simple machine
 Easy to manoeuvre
 PVC belt
 Deep trough
 Grain profiled cleats
 Drum motor, 2 belt speeds or variable belt 

speed
 Intake in height adjustable with jack
 RT 30 can be coupled to a MB 33 or MB 55
 Low energy consumption
 Start-Control standard.

Highlights



General information

RT 30
Conveyor length 3,4 m
Minimal discharge heigth 110 cm
Maximal discharge heigth 200 cm
Minimal input heigth 50 cm
Maximal input heigth 190 cm
Maximal width 111 cm
Belt width 70 cm
Trough angle 50°
Weigth 450 kg
Maximal total heigth 225 cm



General information

Unit
RT 30 

2 belt speeds
RT 30 

Variable belt speed

Voltage Volt
380-420VAC / 50Hz / 3~

(440-480VAC / 60Hz / 3~ also possible)
Drive kW 0,5 / 1,1 1,5
Current Ampère 1,6 / 2,5 3,5
Belt speed m/min 20/40 20 - 72



Standard execution
 Top rol drive with drum motor
 PVC belt, 70 cm wide
 Chassis with fixed and castor wheels
 Mechanical adjustable input heigth with jack
 Big rubber intake funnel
 Mechanical adjustable discharge heigth with 

threaded rods
 Start-Control with end stop dummy.

General information



Dimensional drawings



Dimensional drawings

RT 30 + MB 33 RT 30 + MB 55



Chassis
 2 Fixed and 2 castor wheels, hard plastic 

wheels
 Castor wheels have brakes
 Little friction, easy to manoeuvre
 Fork lift loops prevents shifting on the forks

Standard execution

Input
 Fully rubber
 Good and tight sealing between belt and

input rubber
 Product friendly.



Support rolls
 First and laste rollers: steel
 Rolls in between: hard plastic
 All rolls: both sides have sealed bearings, 

greased for life.

Belt
 PVC, 70 cm wide, trough angle 50 

degrees
 Grain profile

Standard execution



Belt drive
 Drum motor, mounted on the top side of the

conveyor
 Obligatory choice: or 2 belt speeds (20/40 

m/min) or variable belt speed with
frequency inverter: 20 - 72 m/min

 Switch box has 5 pin plug with phase
changer

 Machine with variable belt speed has 
statuslamp for the motor

Standard execution



Discharge heigth adjustment
 2 Threaded rods with carrying arms
 Step less in height adjustable.

Input heigth adjustment
 Mechanical jack with cranck
 Step less

Standard execution



Coupling RT to box filler (MB/AKV)
 Simple pin-hole coupling
 For optimal filling (symmetrical) of the box
 Prevents shifting of the box filler compared to

the RT 30.

Start-Control
 Standard on the machine
 The RT 30 is an “in between machine” in the

Start-Control circuit, starts and stops with 
other machines

 End stop dummy standard

Standard execution.



Power supply

Voltage 380 - 420 VAC, 50 Hz, 3~ Standard
Voltage 440 - 480 VAC, 60 Hz, 3~ Option
Voltage 200 - 220 VAC, 60 Hz, 3~ Option

Main power supply, mandatory choice
(not necessary if machine is connected to supply of the box filler)



Additional side boards RT 30
 Limits leaking of coarse product
 Heigth side boards 10 cm
 Easy to put on later.

Belt with high cleats 
 Recommended with coarse product 
 Limits rolling back of product
 Rubber belt, 32 mm high cleats in chevron 

profile, 650 mm wide

Options



Start-Control verlengkabels
 To couple multiple machines in a Start-

Control circuit
 Available in lengths of 7,5 and 15 meter.

Options.



End.


